Cable Tarping System

Engineered for maximum reliability
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The versatile solution to cover many payloads including asphalt
Designed for easy installation, maintenance and smooth consistent operation, the
Aero TopGlide Pro and Pro+ models are elite cable driven tarp systems. Innovative
bow ends and tarp pleating technology allow the tarp to fully cover the top rail,
providing superior load coverage. While cable driven systems are not
100% waterproof, the Pro and Pro+ models oﬀer the
industry’s best tarp seal making it ideal for hauling
payloads such as asphalt. TopGlide drive cable
and bow end technology, combined with our
perfect pleat system, allow for smooth and
reliable bow and tarp movement. Our anti-lift
system safely secures the bow and tarp to the top
rail at all times. Formerly known as Crank-N-Go,
TopGlide has been reimagined and reengineered
to meet industry demands.
TOPGLIDE PRO+
4" over top rail

TOPGLIDE PRO
1.5" over top rail
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BOW END DESIGN PROVIDES EASY
GLIDING AND HASSLE-FREE MAINTENANCE
The shape, design and composite material of Aero’s bow end allow
the bows and tarp to glide along the top rail. The unique shape of the
bow end allows the tarp to fully cover the top rail. Featured composite
material glides along the top rail, minimizing drag and friction to provide
years of reliable and consistent operation.
The modular design of Aero’s bow end allows for easy installation and
replacement. Our heavy duty 1" steel tubing bows can easily be replaced
without removing the bow end or disturbing the drive cables. Ease of
replacement gets you back on the road faster, saving time and money.
Integrated anti-shift brackets prevent side-to-side movement.
Easy maintenance with quick change access
Standard 12" arch bows—6"
—6" or 16" rise options available
Integrated anti-lift

STEEL BOW
BOW END

composite pieces

HASSLE FREE REPLACEMENT
OF BOWS OR BOW ENDS
without disturbing the drive cables

INTEGRATED ANTI-LIFT + ANTI-SHIFT
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FIXED ANTI-LIFT CABLE
secures bows and tarp to top rail

CONTINUOUS ANTI-LIFT EXTENDS
TARP AND BOW LIFE

Our anti-lift design tethers the bows to a ﬁxed cable
ensuring continuous protection against tarp and bow lift
from the wind—safely and securely keeping your load
covered. This is a standard feature on both the
TopGlide Pro and Pro+ systems and doesn’t require
wheels, latches, or rails resulting in proven
performance and less maintenance.

TETHER
BRACKET
DRIVE CABLE
TETHER CHAIN

Tethered ﬁxed cable provides
continuous anti-lift protection
No wheels, latches, or rails

INDUSTRY’S ONLY

HASSLE FREE
LOW MAINTENANCE
OPERATION
WIND
DEFLECTOR
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FRONT ASSEMBLY OFFERS COMPONENT
PROTECTION AND LONG LIFE

BEARINGS
protected inside
extrusion

LOW PROFILE MOTOR
industry's most reliable motor
CHAIN DRIVE
easily converted to manual
with an optional crank system

Within the sleek and attractive appearance of our front
assembly, the drive axle and bearings are safely nested
inside an aluminum extrusion providing protection
from the environment. This unique design eliminates
costly repairs and downtime. The powerful parallel
shaft motor is the most reliable in the industry and is
equipped with an electric brake system that
securely locks the tarp in place.
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CABLE CLAMPS

ADJUSTABLE REAR IDLER ASSEMBLY
The universal mounting bracket allows for width and
length adjustments — extending the idler assembly beyond
the tailgate if needed. The featured spanner bolt is safely
positioned at the front of the assembly and can easily be
used to adjust cable tension. Fixed cable clamps maintain
constant tension, keeping the cable in place. TopGlide
sheave technology maximizes cable grip to maintain
constant drive cable tension, allowing drive cables to
work in unison for unparalleled performance.

Spanner bolt positioned for easy access
Mounting bracket allows for idler to
extend beyond tailgate
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REAR POWER BOW
Providing stable and consistent movement, the rear power bow pushes the bows
and tarp to the front and pulls them back into the closed position. Integrated drive
cable clamps make installation easy and provide maximum life. An optional power
bow extender minimizes gaps between the tarp system and tailgate.
Easy installation and maximum cable life
Minimizes gaps between tarp system
and tailgate
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TARP AND PLEATING OPTIONS
TopGlide Pro and Pro+ vinyl tarps cover the top rail
and utilize a sewn in steel cable engineered to
create a perfect pleat memory for tight consistent
gathering. Tarp safely pleats up and out of the
way of the drive cables and top rail minimizing
wear and extending tarp life.
Dimensionally stable tarps that hold up
against abrasion and wear
18 oz vinyl coated polyester tarp for asphalt
Sewn in cable creates perfect pleat
TOPGLIDE PRO+

extended for more coverage

ROLL TARPS
Aero Roll Tarps have stood the test of time and are ideal for hauling loads that must
be fully protected from the weather and environment. We know that not every
application is the same, which is why Aero oﬀers three Roll Tarp models. No tools
are required during installation or disassembly, making the process quick and easy.

Securely locks in place with ratchets and straps on the Classic Roll,
and with our strapless Kwik-Lock or PowerLock systems.

F2B

AEROFORCE ®

front-to-back

Built from the ground up, Aeroforce delivers
the ultimate in versatility, durability, and
performance. Our revolutionary internal
spring compression out muscles the
competition. With conﬁgurations to suit

S2S

multiple trailers, this tarp system keeps
your load secure.

side-to-side

EASY COVER ®

EASY PULL®

SIDEKICK ® 2

Easy Cover features strong springs and

Our self-rolling, self-returning, front-to-back

The SideKick 2 side-to-side tarp

proven arm technology for consistent quality

tarp system for dump trucks, is the most

solution features the strongest roll tube

performance and unsurpassed durability.

economical tarp system on the market

on the market. While remaining

Engineered to industry-leading standards,

with a spring return. Pre-assembled tarp

lightweight, the system’s innovative

making this the most reliable and easy-to-use

housing for fast, easy installation.

components provide strength, greater
lift and more torque during operation.

system. Available in electric and manual
models for dump and refuse applications.
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